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When will this bull market end? 

The hardest question someone like me gets isn’t “Will they cut interest rates on Cup Day?” If I knew
where I could place a bet like that, I’d wager that they won’t!  The toughest question to answer is:
“When will this bull market end?” Its importance is critical to your wealth so I hope to hell my analysis
in my article today is on the money.

Paul (Rickard) has been a huge fan of JB Hi-Fi, Australia’s best retailer. Paul quite rightly says that
the company has been a winner for customers, staff and shareholders. In his article today, Paul gives
his current view of the company and makes a call on what to do with its stock.

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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When will this bull market end?
by Peter Switzer

 
The hardest question someone like me gets isn’t
“will they cut interest rates on Cup Day?” That’s
easy, they shouldn’t. And if I knew where I could
place a bet like that, I’d wager that they won’t!

No, the toughest question to answer is: “When will
this bull market end?”

Its importance is critical to the wealth of our clients,
subscribers, listeners and viewers and in all the
media outlets where I appear. So I hope to hell my
analysis is on the money.

Getting the answer right has both capital gain and
capital loss implications. If I guess too early and get
everyone out who believes me, then they suffer
capital loss from a market that keeps creeping higher,
while they sit safely in cash, with a 1.0% return if
they’re lucky.

Of course, they could play around with hybrids at
slightly higher returns but these could be problematic
if the next crash is especially nasty on bank balance
sheets.

The current bull market has been going on since
March 2009 (or 10 and a half years). And because
the average bull market in the US is only nine years,
there have been many experts tipping that the bulls
are on death row, awaiting the arrival of the bears.

The big slump in stocks in the second-half of last year
increased the numbers who are out there tipping the
day of reckoning for long stock players. Last year, the
US market nearly went down 20%, which would have
meant Wall Street had moved into a bear market but
that bullet was dodged. Our S&P/ASX Index was
down about 14% last year, which was helped by the
rise in iron prices because of the problems Vale had
with its tailings dam. Their issues helped BHP and

Rio, which, along with a falling Oz dollar, supported
our stock market.

Recession fears and how a recession can trigger a
stock market collapse were heightened this year, as
the yield curve in the bond market inverted. This is
seen as a good but not perfect indicator that a big
economic slump is near. Donald Trump’s trade war
has also left the global economy exposed to a big
slowdown. And tariff escalation concerns increased
worries about a stock market and economic slump in
2020.

All the above have put a lot of people on “escape
stocks before it’s too late” alert.

But back to the data on bull markets…

While average bull markets last less than 10 years
and we’re above the average in duration terms, the
average bull market goes up 480%. The more bullish
US bull market is actually only up about 310%,
though it looks bigger on a chart, so we might have
some time left, based on that historical statistic.

Also, history could be on our side for the following
reasons:

The bull markets of the 1980s and 1990s
lasted 12.8 and 12.9 years respectively and
rose over 800%!
The longest bull market was in the 1950s and
that one rose 15.1 years.
Most bull markets die on rising interest rates
and the current outlook for interest rates is
more down than up.
Never before have I seen central banks act to
stimulate before a serious economic slump
was clear cut. These bodies are often slow to
act and their tardiness actually made the GFC
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worse than it needed to be.
Helping optimists is the fact that the third and
fourth years of a US Presidency are the best
for stocks.

In fact, according to Ned Davis Research, since 1946
the S&P 500 has gained a median of 18.4% in its
third year!

S&P 500: The gain looks huge!

Source: finance.yahoo.com

The last low point on the chart (before the Index
started rising) was roughly December 2008.

All the above say it’s not too risky to be still in the
stock market. And with positive messaging about a
phase one trade deal coming out of the White House
as the Fed continues to cut interest rates, there are
more reasons to stay long stocks for the time being.

There are also those arguing that impeachment talk
for the US President means the White House will be
keener to ensure the US economy rebounds in 2020
ahead of the November election.

One character I have to introduce you to is Tom Lee
who is a Managing Partner and the Head of Research
at Fundstrat Global Advisors. Before that, Tom was
J.P. Morgan’s Chief Equity Strategist from 2007 to
2014 and previously, Managing Director at Salomon
Smith Barney.

As you can see, this guy has credible form. Two
years ago he said this bull market might have 11
years to run and at the time I wrote: “What is this guy
smoking?”

In early 2018, he told CNBC: “Both [Fundstrat
technical strategist Rob Sluymer and I] think it’s
more like 2029 is the peak of this equity market cycle

and then, the S&P is 6000 to 15,000.”

The historically low and never-seen-before interest
rate situation creating a never-seen-before bull
market is effectively what he’s arguing. And while I
think it’s a huge call, the possibility of this bull market
going on longer than expected can’t be discounted.

I worry about the level of global debt,
computer/algorithmic trading and weird geopolitical
events and leaders who could send a ‘black swan’
or unexpected development that would KO
confidence on financial markets. That’s why I’m
more worried about 2021 for a stock market crash
than 2020 and my concerns could easily creep to
2022 for a crash, for the following reasons:

1. I presume there’ll be a Trump victory with
less trade war concerns, which will take the
stock market up, pushing it closer to an
overvalued level.

2. The IMF forecasts for the US economy goes
like this: 2.5% for 2019; 1.7% for 2020; and
1.6% for 2021.

3. The first and second years of a US
Presidency, which will be 2021 and 2022, are
the worst for stocks.

4. The global economy is expected to grow
faster and interest rates should be starting to
rise, which could cause trouble for bond
markets after years of unbelievably low
interest rates. That could then rattle stock
markets.

5. A black swan event could easily materialise
by 2021 or 2022.

So on the law of averages, it pays to be on the
lookout for signs of some evolving unusual trends,
which might be forerunners of a major shock that will
send stocks plummeting.

Trying to identify these early warning signs is my and
Paul Rickard’s job. And while that is our daily
occupation, I’ll be more forensic in 2021 and even
more in 2022.

I’m more relaxed in 2020 because of the positive
developments on the trade war front and the fact that
the Fed is still prone to cutting interest rates.
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By the way, the US central bank decides on rates this
week. Along with the latest jobs report, which we’ll
see on Friday, both could be impactful on stocks in
the short term.

Frankly, markets are overdue for a pullback, with our
market alone up 23% this year. But we are living in
historically weird, wild and wonderful times! And
despite that, at the Switzer Report, we’ll be on 24/7
watch for any market-crashing trend or any of those
pesky black swans!

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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JB Hi-Fi’s “smashing price”
by Paul Rickard

 
I have been a huge fan of JB Hi-Fi, Australia’s best
retailer. It has been a winner for customers, staff and
shareholders.

Consider these performance stats that Chairman
Greg Richards relayed at the Annual General Meeting
last Thursday. Since listing in October 2003:

the share price compound annual growth rate
is 20.7% to 22 October 2019, compared to
4.5% on the ASX 200 Accumulation Index
over the same period;
the earnings per share compound annual
growth rate is 20.5%; and
the dividend per share (fully franked)
compound annual growth rate is 22%.

More recently, over the past five years:

the share price compound annual growth rate
is 18.6% to 22 October 2019, compared to
4.4% on the ASX 200 Accumulation Index
over the same period;
the earnings per share compound annual
growth rate is 11.4%; and
the dividend per share (fully franked)
compound annual growth rate is 11.1%.

On Friday, the company’s share price closed at
$37.19 – an all-time high!. Starting the year at $22.14,
the stock has added a whopping 68%, plus paid two
fully-franked dividends. totalling another $1.42 per
share.

JB Hi-Fi  (Oct 2014 – Oct 2019)

Source: nabtrade

The JB Hi-Fi business comprises two retail brands:
JB HI-FI, with a focus on Technology and Consumer
Electronics; and The Good Guys, with a focus on
Home Appliances and Consumer Electronics.

The value proposition for each brand centres around
ranging the best brands at low prices,  supported by
focussed customer service through store, online and
commercial channels. JB Hi-Fi says that five key
enablers drive its competitive advantage:

scale
a low cost operating model
quality store locations
strong supplier partnerships
multichannel capabilities.
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In FY19, a lift in sales of 3.5% to $7.1bn led to an
increase in profit of 7.1% to $249.8m and earning per
share to 217c per share. The dividend was increased
from 132c per share to 142c per share.

For FY20, JB Hi-Fi has forecast sales of $7.25bn, a
modest increase of 2.2% on the year before. JB Hi-Fi
Australia (the consumer electronics business) is
expected to contribute the bulk of the growth with an
increase in sales of 2.4%, while the Good Guys is
expected to increase sales by 1.5%.

The latest run up in the share price follows JB Hi-Fi’s
confirmation of its full year sales guidance of $7.25bn
and unlike some other retailers, a positive start to the
year. For the first quarter, it reported:

Sales growth for JB Hi-Fi Australia of 4.7%,
with comparable store sales growth of 3.7%;
In New Zealand, sales growth of 3.8%;
(comparable 3.8%); and
For the Good Guys, sales growth of -0.5%,
with comparable sales growth of -1.8%.

While at first glance the Good Guys result looks

disappointing, the months of August and September
were considerably better than the performance in
July. The JB Hi-Fi business also saw a small
acceleration in August and September.

What do the brokers say?

The major brokers are moderately bearish on the
stock, with 4 neutral recommendations and 2 sell
recommendations (zero buy recommendations). The
consensus broker target price, which has been
moving higher over the last 12 months as JB Hi-Fi
continues to confound the market bears, now sits at
$31.24. This is a significant 16% discount to the
current market price.

The brokers have JB Hi-Fi trading on a multiple of
16.9 times forecast FY20 earnings and 16.6 times
FY21 earnings. While this doesn’t look out of line
with the overall market, they are only forecasting EPS
(earnings per share) growth of 1% in FY20 and 0.6%
in FY21. The forecast dividend yield is 3.9% (fully
franked).

There is no stock specific reason for the negativity
apart from valuation, and a general negative
sentiment about discretionary retailers due to current
economic conditions and the disruption threat posed
by the pure-play online retailers such as Amazon.

This brings us to the short sellers, who have been
very active in JB Hi-Fi and had some very material
positions. They have been very bearish on
discretionary retailers, the threat to traditional retailers
caused by the Amazon juggernaut, and in JB Hi-fi’s
case, the challenges with the Good Guys acquisition.
At one point, more than 19% of JB Hi-Fi’s total
number of shares were short sold. This dropped away
for a period, but even the latest figures from ASIC
today show that just over 12% or 13.9m shares worth
$510m are short sold.

What is becoming clear is that in the main, the short
sellers aren’t going away. And while they have been
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spectacularly wrong about JB Hi-Fi, we know that
they have very deep pockets and for high conviction
positions, can hold these for many, many months.

Bottom line

For once I agree with the major brokers. While it is
still the best retailer in Australia, JB Hi-Fi has had a
terrific run in 2019 and is starting to look stretched on
multiples and valuation. Take profits.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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4 stocks under 50 cents!
by James Dunn

 
It’s time for another group of prospects under 50
cents. While 50 cents is an arbitrary price-level on the
Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) – here is a
group of four promising stocks that all come in under
that level, with two of them fully-franked dividend
payers.

The caveat here is that shares that look attractive at
such levels have often come down from much higher
levels – leaving, of course, disgruntled shareholders.
Using the stock market well often comes down to
turning these kinds of situations to your advantage
because situations can change.

1. Amaysim (AYS, 38 cents)
Market capitalisation: $112 million
Estimated FY20 yield: no dividend expected
Estimated FY20 P/E ratio: 8.1 times earnings 
Analysts’ consensus valuation: 56.5 cents
(Thomson Reuters), 62 cents (FN Arena)

Amaysim (AYS) has disappointed investors for a long
time – but that’s why you now have the chance to
pick it up for what could turn out to be bargain levels,
below 50 cents. For much of its life since being
launched in 2010, Amaysim has been a “virtual”
mobile phone network operator – one that does not
own the wireless network infrastructure over which it
offers services, but buys wholesale access and then
structures plans for retail customers. Along the way,
Amaysim expanded into broadband, and selling
mobile devices, and then moved into offering
electricity and gas plans on its platform after buying
Click Energy in April 2017. In FY19, Amaysim
effectively “re-set” its business, closing its mobile
device store and selling out of the broadband
business, to focus on two core businesses, mobile
and energy.

Amaysim believes it can disrupt the energy market by

turning it into a subscription-based market on the
same principle as its mobile phone subscription
service: the subscription energy product will be
launched early in 2020. Customers will choose a
small, medium or large subscription, for which they
receive a certain quantity of energy every month: an
app will show them how their consumption is tracking
against their subscription, and if they go over, they
will be charged a top-up rate. If customers don’t use
their allotted quantity in a month, they simply roll over
to the next month. The company says this is a more
cost-effective and convenient way to consume
energy.

Earnings slumped in FY19 – from 8.75 cents a share
in FY18 to a loss of 2.8 cents – as the company
cleared the decks for its re-set, and analysts expect
earnings per share (EPS) trajectory to return to the
positive over this financial year and FY21, when
Thomson Reuters’ analyst consensus looks for EPS
of 5.9 cents, with a dividend of 1.2 cents – the first
since 2017. FN Arena’s consensus is a bit more
optimistic, looking for EPS of 4.8 cents and a dividend
of 2.4 cents in FY21. That implies a yield range of
3.1%–6.3% for FY21.

2. Adacel Technologies (ADA, 45.5 cents)
Market capitalisation: $35 million
Estimated FY20 yield: 4.4%, unfranked 
Estimated FY20 P/E ratio: 9.5 times earnings 
Analysts’ consensus valuation: 77.5 cents
(Thomson Reuters)

Air traffic management and control systems specialist
Adacel Technologies (ADA) is another stock to have
thoroughly chastened investors, with the share price
down from almost $3.00 in late 2017 to below 50
cents. The company had a very poor FY19, slipping
from a net profit of $7.7 million in FY18 to a loss of
$2.7 million, as new system installations in
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Guadeloupe, Fiji and Portugal encountered
difficulties, the company lost a significant contract
with the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
and forecast orders did not materialise. Revenue fell
by almost 19%, to $41.3 million.

Adacel’s products and services play a significant role
in the global market of providing crucial software used
in air traffic management (ATM) systems and critical
tools used in the training of air traffic controllers, for
both civil and military organisations. One of the major
players in the global radar simulator market. Adacel
produces state-of-the-art simulation and training
solutions, advanced speech recognition applications
and operational ATM systems.

It was not all bad news in FY19. In February Adacel
announced a contract renewal with the United States
Air Force (USAF), under which it will continue
providing services to support the USAF’s ATC Tower
Simulator System program. Adacel has delivered
more than 100 simulators since it won the original
contract in 2002: with the program now in a
sustainment phase, the terms of the new contract
state that Adacel will retain responsibility for the
maintenance, support, and modernisation of the
Tower Simulator System units at USAF installations
all over the world.

Adacel has promised shareholders that things will
improve – it projects a pre-tax profit of $4.1
million–$4.6 million for FY20. While that is still well
short of the $10.2 million it earned in FY18, the
company believes that will come from a more
economically rational product and service offering.

Despite the earnings slump, Adacel still paid a 1-cent
dividend in FY19, and as earnings start to recover in
FY20 and FY21, analysts see that dividend rising to 2
cents and 3 cents respectively, equating to
(unfranked) yields of 4.4% and 6.6%, with scope seen
for share price recovery.

3. Aurelia Metals (AMI, 44.5 cents)
Market capitalisation: $389 million
Estimated FY20 yield: 2.3%, fully franked 
Estimated FY20 P/E ratio: 8.1 times earnings 
Analysts’ consensus valuation: 72 cents
(Thomson Reuters), 70 cents (FN Arena)

Base metal and gold miner Aurelia Metals (AMI) has
halved in value since March – but appears to have
found a base from which to rise again. Aurelia
developed the Hera gold/zinc/lead mine in New South
Wales in 2015, but found the transition from junior
explorer to miner a tough one. Construction
over-runs, problems with the ore body and too much
debt ultimately led to a major recapitalisation and a
share price of 1 cent.

But to its credit, Aurelia pulled off a transformational
deal in 2018 when it bought the nearby Peak
gold/copper mine from Canadian miner New Gold.
The deal included a large processing plant and an
underground mining fleet with a replacement value of
close to $400 million.

Aurelia quickly found the very high-grade Chronos
gold ore body, which enabled it to pay off the $45
million in debt used for the Peak purchase in just
three months, and since then the operation has
generated cash: at the end of the September 2019
quarter, Aurelia was sitting on $93 million of cash,
and no debt. The company has two major processing
plants with a combined capacity of about 1.3million
tonnes of ore a year, it has a high-margin gold and
base metals (copper, lead and zinc) production
profile, and recent drilling results show huge resource
upside, both near Aurelia’s mining operations and in
the Cobar Basin region.

Hera is showing an all-in sustaining cost (AISC) of
production of A$1,149 an ounce, while at Peak the
AISC is A$764 an ounce, giving the company, for the
quarter, an AISC of A$988 an ounce: at the moment,
the A$ gold price is above $2,200. Taking all four of
its metals together, Aurelia says its AISC in FY19 was
A$1,045 an ounce, which gave it an AISC margin of
A$703 an ounce. The company projects an AISC
range for FY20 of A$1,050–$1,250 an ounce

(AISC is a broad definition of a miner’s total cost of
staying in business – not just the cash costs of the
mining operation, but all of the add-ons, such as
financing costs, royalty expenses and general
corporate and administration costs. It is measured in
dollars per ounce, and when subtracted from the
average realised selling cost per ounce achieved in a
given period, gives you the AISC margin per ounce –
the crucial source of profitability.)
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The cash flow from this margin enabled Aurelia to pay
a maiden fully franked dividend of 2 cents a share in
FY19. On Thomson Reuters’ collation, analysts
expect 2.25 cents in FY20, rising to 4.49 cents in
FY21.

4. SRG (SRG, 40 cents)
Market capitalisation: $176 million
Estimated FY20 yield: 4.8%, fully franked 
Estimated FY20 P/E ratio: 13.8 times earnings 
Analysts’ consensus valuation: 50 cents

Engineering-driven specialist construction,
maintenance and mining services group SRG Global
(SRG) – formed from the 2018 merger of SRG and
Global Construction Services – is one of the market’s
best potential exposures to the Australian
infrastructure pipeline, which is expected to hit peak
activity in the middle of the decade.

SRG reported for FY19 on the basis of a 12-month
contribution from SRG Limited but only a 10- month
contribution from Global Construction Services
Limited, and the company said the result was hit by
challenging market conditions, delayed awards of
targeted large- scale construction projects and the
associated carrying costs to maintain engineering and
delivery capability. Revenue was $506.4 million and
adjusted earnings before tax, depreciation and
amortisation (EBITDA) was $32 million. A full-year
dividend of 1.5 cents was paid. Earnings per share
(EPS) was 4.3 cents.

The company said it had record work-in-hand of $708
million, a rise of 36% since December 18.
Importantly, recurring revenue now represents about
70% of work-in-hand. SRG says its “opportunity
pipeline” is worth $5.2 billion, across positive growth
sectors, and that it is “well positioned for sustainable
growth in FY20 and beyond.” The balance sheet is
healthy, with cash in hand of $58.3 million and net
cash of $12.2 million.

While analysts see steady growth in revenue in FY20
and FY21, earnings are expected to fall in FY20,
before resuming growth in FY21 when Australian
infrastructure spending will be starting to get moving.
The fully franked dividend is expected to rise to 1.9
cents this year and to 2.1 cents in FY21, giving an
attractive yield situation, with analysts also

foreshadowing robust share price appreciation.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
Amidst a lot of portfolio switching going on – from
“Growth” and “Quality” into “Value” and “Cyclical”
and back – stockbroking analysts monitored daily by
FNArena issued eight upgrades for ASX-listed
securities, but only three moved to (an equivalent of)
Buy. Maybe this illustrates the current state of affairs?

One positive observation is that last week only
generated six downgrades from the same seven
stockbroking firms, with only two of those shifting to a
Sell. Equally noteworthy is that mining stocks hardly
feature among the downgrades but they do among
the upgrades.

Very little is happening in terms of changes to
valuations and price targets. This might change as
more out-of-season financial earnings reports are
being released this week and in November.

More action can be observed in the tables for positive
and negative adjustments to earnings estimates. On
the positive side, the week’s show was stolen by
Superloop and Western Areas, both enjoying gains in
excess of 20%. The numbers on the negative side
look decidedly larger led by lithium miner Orocobre,
followed by St Barbara, Oil Search and Bank of
Queensland.

Here, it has to be noted, the table for negative
adjustments carries an overweight in resources
companies.

In the good books

1. CALTEX AUSTRALIA LIMITED (CTX) was
upgraded to Outperform from Neutral by
Macquarie B/H/S: 3/3/0

Caltex reported strong regional refiner margins in the
Sep Q driven by supply reductions in the Middle East.

The Dec Q outlook is softer but the volume skew will
be material due to planned turnaround and inspection
(T&I). The broker sees margins as stabilising in Dec
before improving in 2020. Headwinds remain for
Convenience but the company is taking action to
defend its return on investment which the broker sees
as positive. The broker increases earnings forecasts,
and target to 27.97 from $24.78. Outperform retained,
with a preference over Viva Energy (VEA).

2. CIMIC GROUP LIMITED (CIM) was upgraded to
Neutral from Underperform by Credit Suisse
B/H/S: 0/3/0

The company has reaffirmed net profit guidance of
$790-840m for 2019. Credit Suisse upgrades forecast
to the lower end of guidance and raises the target to
$36 from $35. Rating is upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform. Operating cash flow was down -29%
in the September quarter while operating earnings
conversion was 52% vs 54% in the prior quarter.
Credit Suisse suspects this was because of a
reversal in the build up of payables and a higher
proportion of alliance-style contracts, as well as
completion and delays for some large infrastructure
projects.

3. INDEPENDENCE GROUP NL (IGO) was
upgraded to Neutral from Sell by Citi B/H/S: 1/4/1

The share price has pulled back in the last month as
the nickel price has eased and Citi upgrades to
Neutral from Sell on valuation. The broker envisages
downside risks to nickel from global growth risks and
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the disconnect between prices and exchange
tightness. However, for Independence Group these
factors are partly offset by the appeal of gold as a
macro portfolio hedge.

4. NEWCREST MINING LIMITED (NCM) was
upgraded to Neutral from Underperform by Credit
Suisse B/H/S: 0/3/3

Credit Suisse notes the September quarter was
sequentially much weaker as all operations
underperformed other than the now less-relevant
Gosowong. Political changes in PNG have resulted in
indefinite delays at Wafi Golpu. Key areas of focus
include reliability at Cadia and Lihir and Red Chris
drilling results. The broker upgrades to Neutral from
Underperform on valuation. Target is unchanged at
$31.80.

5. THE STAR ENTERTAINMENT GROUP LIMITED
(SGR) was upgraded to Add from Hold by
Morgans B/H/S: 5/0/1

The trading update was ahead of expectations. The
company is forecasting first half operating earnings of
$300-310m on the back of domestic revenue growth
and cost reductions. With the stock offering 17%
upside to the revised target price Morgans upgrades
to Add from Hold. The broker also notes the current
dividend yield of 4.5% is attractive in the current
environment. Target is raised to $5.48 from $4.17.

See downgrade below.

In the not-so-good books

1. AUSTRALIAN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES
(API) was downgraded to Neutral from Buy by Citi
B/H/S: 0/1/1

FY19 results were difficult to reconcile, in Citi’s view.
Benefits accrued from a low tax rate. Reported
underlying earnings (EBIT) of $94m were -1% below
guidance. However this included the Sigma dividend
income and a $17m fair value benefit from Clearskin
Care. Citi downgrades to Neutral from Buy on
valuation and reduces the target to $1.50 from $1.60.
FY20 estimates are reduced by -17%.

2. THE STAR ENTERTAINMENT GROUP LIMITED
(SGR) was downgraded to Underperform from
Neutral by Credit Suisse B/H/S: 5/0/1

Credit Suisse notes positive momentum so far and
updates numbers to reflect this. Earnings per share
have been upgraded 7-8% over the forecast period.
Still, with Crown Resorts (CWN) opening its Sydney
casino in January 2021 the FY21 and FY22 earnings
profile is less exciting for the broker. Credit Suisse
downgrades to Underperform from Neutral,
suspecting the stock has run too hard. The company
has submitted a proposal to the Queensland
government to upgrade the Gold Coast convention
centre and the Sheraton Mirage. This proposal is not
included in the broker’s modelling. Target is raised to
$4.00 from $3.75.

See upgrade above.

3. WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION (WBC)
was downgraded to Neutral from Buy by Citi
B/H/S: 2/4/1

Westpac has announced further customer
remediation and Citi downgrades FY19 cash earnings
estimates by -4.5%. From here the broker considers
the prospect of further outperformance is difficult and
expects the bank will reduce the dividend at the FY19
result. Capital appears tight post further remediation
and the rating is downgraded to Neutral from Buy.
Target is unchanged at $31.25.

Earnings forecast

Listed below are the companies that have had their
forecast current year earnings raised or lowered by
the brokers last week. The qualification is that the
stock must be covered by at least two brokers. The
table shows the previous forecast on an earnings per
share basis, the new forecast, and the percentage
change.
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The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS. Important: This content has
been prepared without taking account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of any
particular individual. It does not constitute formal
advice. Consider the appropriateness of the
information in regard to your circumstances.
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My “HOT” Stock: I like Janus Henderson (JHG)
by Maureen Jordan

 
Like

Michael likes, the active fund manager, Janus
Henderson (JHG), which will realise its Q1 result this
week. “Its share price is rising into the event,
alongside a general lift in the outlook for active
managers,” he says.

“It is diversified geographically and across asset
classes and despite the recent share price lift, the P/E
is still around 9x.

“The report on Wednesday could be a catalyst for
further gains,” he adds.

Source: Google

Dislike

Michael doesn’t like Altium (ALU). “The software as
a service provider is buoyed by the global support for
higher growth stocks and could be an important
company of the future,” he says.

“The problem is a higher P/E ratio (around 50x) and
the fact that it is in an earnings (consensus)
downgrade cycle.

“A breach of $32 on the downside, and potentially
$30, would introduce significant downside risk,” he
adds.

Source: Google

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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